1. INTRODUCTION to AURO Block Storage
Welcome to AURO Cloud Computing! This document will help you get started using Cloud Block
Storage. The kind of block storage we use are called volumes, and behave much like NAS
volumes.
Data on a volume is stored persistently and replicated at least three times. Volumes can be
moved between instances so that in case one instance terminates, the data can easily be made
accessible from another instance. On the other hand, all data saved directly on the disk of the
VM, as opposed to on a volume, is ephemeral and will be lost in case the VM is terminated.
Such data cannot be recovered. Therefore volumes should be used for storing data which
should survive the termination of an instance.
The data stored in Cloud Block Storage is encrypted at rest, but to achieve maximum security
we recommend additionally encrypting your data.
This document assumes you have read our Introduction to Cloud Computing and have some
familiarity with using the AURO Dashboard to configure and launch VM instances, and know
how to access your instances. In this document, we cover how to add and remove persistent
block storage (a volume) to and from a virtual machine (VM) running in the Cloud, and how to
make a snapshot of the volume.
To use volumes for storing your data, you need to go through the following steps:
1)

Log into the AURO Dashboard (see A Short Introduction to Cloud Compute)

2)

Create a volume (Section 2)

3)

Attach it to a running VM (Section 3)

You might also want to later detach the volume from the VM (Section 4), make a snapshot of it
(Section 5), or delete it (Section 6).
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2.

CREATING PERSISTENT BLOCK STORAGE

1)
Log into the AURO Dashboard (see A Short Introduction to Cloud Compute for
instructions).
2)
Click on the “Volumes” tab on the left hand side. On the right hand side you will then
see a (possibly empty) table of all the volumes you have created so far (Figure 1).

Figure 1: “Cloud Block Storage” tab in the AURO Dashboard

3)
To create a volume, press the “Create Volume” button at the top right corner of the
table of volumes. You will be presented with the dialog window shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: “Create Volume” dialog window

4)

Assign a name and description to the volume you are creating.

5)

Select “Standard” from the “Type” dropdown menu.

6)
Enter a size, i.e. the number of gigabytes you would like your volume to have. Please
note that the total number of gigabytes across all volumes must be less than your quota. The
maximum limit as well as the current usage is shown under “Total Gigabytes” on the right side
of the window.
7)

The “Volume Source” can be left as is.

8)

Click the “Create Volume” button in the dialog window.

9)
Your newly created volume will be listed in the table of volumes under the “Cloud Block
Storage” tab.

3.

ATTACH BLOCK STORAGE TO A VM

The process of attaching a volume to a VM differ for Linux and Window VMs, but in both cases,
it can be summarized in two steps:
1)

Attach the volume to the instance in the AURO Dashboard.

2)

Attach the volume to the instance from the VM instance itself.

The first step is explained in Section 3 .1, and the second in Section 3 .2 and Section 3 .3 for
Linux VMs and Window VMs, respectively.

3.1 Attaching a Volume to an Instance in the AURO Dashboard
To attach a volume to an instance, follow these steps:
1)
Select the “Volumes” tab in the AURO Dashboard to display all the volumes you have
available (Figure 1).
2)

Then click the “More” button in the “Actions” section to the right of the volume, and
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“Edit Attachments” for the volume you wish to attach.

3)
The “Manage Volume Attachments” dialog window will appear (Figure 3). Select the
instance to which you want to attach the volume from the “Attach to Instance” dropdown
menu. If the list of instances is empty, this means you have no running VMs available. Launch
one, or see A Short Introduction to Cloud Compute for instructions on doing so.

Figure 3: “Manage Volume Attachments” dialog window

4)

Click the “Attach Volume” button in the dialog window.

5)
After a short while, the volume table under the “Cloud Block Storage” tab will change
for the volume we just attached, and the “Attached To” column will indicate which instance the
volume is attached to.
Note: It is possible to attach several volumes to the same instance. In this case, the volumes are
attached to the devices on a Linux VM in alphabetical order, i.e. first volume to /dev/vdb, the
second to /dev/vdc and so on.
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3.2 Attaching a Volume to a Linux VM from VM
The final steps to take when attaching a volume to a Linux VM are the following:
1)
If the volume is newly created, you need to initialize it. WARNING: Any data that might
be on the volume will be lost by an initialization of the volume. This means this step should only
be performed the first time a volume is attached to a VM.
2)

Mount the volume in the VM.

We will now describe these steps in the next subsections.

3.2.1 Initialize a Volume Attached to a Linux VM
Warning: Only perform the steps explained in this section if the volume is empty! All data on
volume will be lost.
Initializing the volume is straightforward and only requires executing one command, which will
create a file system on the device. But initializing a volume should only be done if empty, since
executing the command deletes all data that might be on it. Therefore, first make sure that the
volume indeed is uninitialized.
To check if the volume has been initialized go ahead and log into the VM (see our Introduction
to Cloud Computing) and execute the following command:
sudo fsck <device>
Where <device> is the device (e.g. /dev/vdb) where the volume was attached in Section 3 .1. If
fsck responds that it cannot read the blocks, the volume was not initialized. If that is the case,
you can initialize it by executing the following command:
sudo mkfs.ext4 <device>
The volume is now initialized, and we only need to mount it before we can start using it.
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3.2.2 Mount a Volume on a Linux VM
To mount the volume you first need to create the directory under /media where you want to
mount it. To do so, execute
sudo mkdir -p /media/<volume name>
where <volume name> is the name under which you want the volume to be accessible. This
name can be chosen arbitrarily but the directory should not already exist. Then mount the
volume by executing
sudo mount <device> /media/<volume name>
where <volume name> is the same as above and <device> is the device where the volume was
attached in Section 3 .1. The volume is now ready to use and accessible under /media/<volume
name>.
Note: If for some reason the volume was unmounted (e.g. if the VM was rebooted, or if the
volume was detached and then reattached), the directory /media/<volume name> would exist
but any changes to it would not be written to the volume (since it is not mounted), but rather
to the local file system. In other words, one must re-mount the volume every time it has been
unmounted to avoid losing data. This can be automatized using fstab.

3.3 Attach a Volume to a Windows VM from VM
The final steps to take when attaching a volume to a Window VM are the following:
1)

Make the VM recognize the volume.

2)

If the volume is newly created, you need to initialize it.

WARNING: Any data that might be on the volume will be lost by an initialization of the
volume. This means this step should only be performed the first time a volume is attached to
a VM.
We will now describe these steps in the next subsections.
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3.3.1 Setting a Volume Status to Online
1)

Go to the console of the VM on the “Instance Detail” page.
a) To reach the “Instance Detail” page of the instance to which we just attached the
volume, go to the “Instances” tab by clicking on the name of the instance.
b) On the “Instance Detail” page, click on the “Console” tab at the top of the page.

2)
If you did not yet setup your Windows VM yet, do so by following the instructions on
the screen. (If the keyboard input is not being recognized, click on the grey bar at the top of the
console, or follow the link offering to display only the console.)
3)
Once Windows has been setup, go to the “Start” menu and select “Administrative Tools”
followed by “Computer Management” (Figure 4).

Figure 4: “Computer Management” window
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4)
On the left of the resulting window, select “Disk Management” under the “Storage”
menu option. The resulting window is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: “Disk Management” displaying the available disks

5)

Locate the name of the attached volume, e.g. Disk1, and right click on it.

6)

In the resulting context menu, select “Online” (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: ”Computer Management” window showing the newly attached volume.

7)
If the volume already has been initialized (which we otherwise will do in Section 3 .3 .2)
it will now be available for use. To verify, right click on the “Start” button in Windows and select
the “Open Windows Explorer” option from the resulting context menu. If the volume is
available under “Computer” on the left hand side, it is now ready to use and you should skip
Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Initialize a Volume Attached to a Windows VM
Warning: Only perform the steps outlined in this subsection if the volume is empty! All data
on the volume will be destroyed.
If the volume does not contain any data, go ahead and initialize the volume by following these
steps:
1)

Open the “Disk Management” window (Figure 5) as explained in Section 3.3.1.
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2)

Right-click the name of the volume and select the “Initialize Disk” option (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Selection at the context menu to initialize the volume.

3)

When you click “OK” in the resulting dialog window, the volume will be initialized.

4)
Right click on the white field next to the name of the disk where it says “Unallocated”
(Figure 8), and select “New Simple Volume....”.This will start the New Simple Volume Wizard.
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Figure 8: Context menu allowing partitioning of the volume.

5)
Follow the instructions of the wizard. It is not necessary to change any settings during
this process but it might be desirable to change the letter of the drive onto which the volume
should be mounted (Figure 9) and the label of the volume (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: On the “Assign Drive Letter or Path” page of the Wizard, you can change the drive which you want to mount the
volume onto.

Figure 10: On the “Format Partition” page of the Wizard, you can change the label of the volume.

After the wizard is done formatting the disk, the volume is available for use. To access it, rightclick on the “Start” button in Windows and select the “Open Windows Explorer” option from
the resulting context menu. The volume is available under the name selected during the New
Simple Volume Wizard setup process under “Computer” on the left hand side of the “Windows
Explorer” window.
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4.

DETACH BLOCK STORAGE FROM A VM

To detach a volume from a VM, perform the following two steps:
1)
Unmount the volume in the VM (If your VM is a Linux VM you should follow the
instructions in Section 4 .1, and if it is a Windows VM follow the instructions in Section 4.2.).
2)

Detach it from the dashboard (Section 4.3).

4.1 Unmount Volume in a Linux VM
In case you want to detach a volume from a running VM instance, you should first unmount it
to prevent data loss. In order to unmount a volume, it must not be in use, i.e. no shell or
program must be accessing it.
A volume is unmounted by executing the following command in the VM:
sudo umount /media/<volume name>
Then follow the instructions in Section 4 .3.

4.2 Unmount Volume in a Windows VM
To unmount an attached volume from a running Windows VM, follow the instructions in
Section 3 .3 .1 with the only difference of selecting “Offline” instead of “Online” from the
context menu.

4.3 Detach Volume from VM in AURO Dashboard
1)

In the AURO Dashboard, go to the “Volume” tab (Figure 1).

2)

Select the volume you want to detach from its instance and press the “More” button to
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the right of the selected volume.

3)
A dialog window will appear (Figure 11) and will present you with a “Detach Volume”
button. Click the button and confirm your choice in the next dialog window. The status of the
volume now changes to “Available” in the table of volumes under the “Cloud Block Storage” tab.

Figure 11: “Manage Volume Attachments” dialog window

5.

MAKING A SNAPSHOT OF BLOCK STORAGE

For backup purposes, you might want to make a snapshot of a volume. To do so, follow the
following steps:
1)
Go to the “Volume” tab and select the volume of which you would like to make a
snapshot.
2)
The volume must not be attached to an instance when you make a snapshot of it, so if it
is go ahead and detach it first (see Section 4).
3)
When the volume is detached, select the “More” button on the right. Select “Create
Snapshot” in this menu.
4)
The “Create Volume Snapshot” dialog window will appear as shown in Figure 12. Give
the snapshot a name and click the “Create Volume Snapshot” button.
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Figure 12: “Create Volume Snapshot” dialog window

5)
The snapshot will appear in the “Volume Snapshots” table under the “Images &
Snapshots” tab (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: The volume snapshots can be found under the “Images & Snapshots” tab.

6.

DELETING BLOCK STORAGE

To delete a volume follow these steps:
1)

Go to the “Volume” tab in the AURO Dashboard.

2)
Check if the status of the volume (see the “Status” column) is “In-Use” or “Available”. If
it is “In-Use”, it is still attached to a VM and needs to be detached before it can be deleted. If
the volume is “Attached”, see Section 4 for instructions on how to detach it.
3)

Select “Delete Volume” from the “More” dropdown menu on the right (Figure 14).

4)

Click the “Delete Volume” button in the dialog window that appears (Figure 14).

Figure 14: If you confirm the choice to delete the volume, all the data on the volume will be permanently lost.

Note: You cannot delete a volume from which you have made a snapshot. If you really want to
delete it, you first have to create a volume from the snapshot and then delete the old volume
and the snapshot.
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